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Series 280
Economy AC LVDTs

• Ranges from ±0.05” to 2.0”

• Non-linearity ≤ 0.4%

• Large Core to Bore Clearance

• Low Cost

The Series 280 AC LVDTs are designed and manufactured to

provide an accurate, yet economical, means of measuring linear

displacement.  The transducers are available in working ranges

of 0.1 to 2.0 inches.  Maximum non-linearity is specified as

±0.4% of full scale.

Notes:
1. Electrical specifications are based on energizing the primary coil with the specified excitation frequency.
2. Nominal values are given for sensitivity.
3. Operating Temperature -50°F to +250°F (-46°C to +121°C)

SPECIFICATIONS - ELECTRICAL

SPECIFICATIONS - MECHANICAL

KEY FEATURES

LEDOM
RAENIL
EGNAR

)mm(sehcnI±

ECNEREFER
YCNEUQERF

YTIVITISNES
V/.ni/V

TUPNI
ECNADEPMI

smhO

TUPTUO
ECNADEPMI

smhO

ELGNAESAHP
DETASNEPMOCNU

YCNEUQERF
OREZROF

TFIHSESAHP

MUMIXAM
YTIRAENIL-NON

MUMIXAM
NOITATICXE

0000-0820 )72.1(050.0 zHK0.1 5.4 17 539 °3 zHK6.1

%4.0±
elacSlluF

.A.V0.1

0000-1820 )45.2(001.0 zHK0.1 2.3 07 273 °3 zHK4.1

0000-2820 )53.6(052.0 zHK4.2 9.2 64 061 °52 zHK71

0000-3820 )7.21(005.0 zHK4.2 8.1 701 562 °51 zHK01

0000-4820 )4.52(00.1 zHK4.2 59.0 001 431 °5.9 zHK8.7

LEDOM

GNISUOH
HTGNEL

A
)mm(sehcnI

EROC
HTGNEL

B
)mm(sehcnI

LACIRTCELE
RETNEC

C
)mm(sehcnI

RENNI
EVEELS

LAIRETAM

TENLATOT
0/WTHGIEW

EROC
smarG

EROC
TEN

THGIEW
smarG

EROC
TRAP

REBMUN

,HTGNELDAEL
EGUAG

0000-0820 )4.14(36.1 )4.52(00.1 )0.61(36.0 CILONEHP 04 4.5 6400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-1820 )3.94(49.1 )2.03(91.1 )8.91(87.0 CILONEHP 84 4.6 5400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-2820 )1.48(13.3 )8.13(52.1 )3.73(74.1 CILONEHP 76 0.7 4400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-3820 )421(88.4 )8.05(00.2 )2.75(52.2 CILONEHP 501 1.21 7300-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-4820 )571(88.6 )2.67(00.3 )6.28(52.3 CILONEHP 021 4.81 8300-500C 62#GWA"7
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GAGING
Technology

For larger strokes, an LVDT is packaged in a larger housing in

combination with a spring and guided shaft.  The LVDT is

mounted in series with a spring that is mounted over the shaft of

the core assembly.  The spring is constrained at one end by the

LVDT and a mechanical stop on the shaft. The shaft is guided

through a linear bearing. A contact tip is secured to the end of

the shaft, and is used to make contact with the object being

measured.  This type of unit is available in either AC or DC

voltage excitation, typically with a threaded housing to facilitate

mounting.

MOUNTING
There are two basic methods of mounting the different gaging

transducers.  Units that have a threaded housing can be mounted

by simply screwing the transducer into a tapped hole of equivalent

thread size.  Once fixtured properly, optional locknuts can be

used to secure the unit in the desired location.

Transducers with a smooth housing require a separate mounting

fixture.  Mounting fixtures that come within an inch of the

transducer should be made of nonferrous materials that are also

poor electrical conductors.  This is to avoid compromising

transducer performance directly by changing the shape of the

unit’s magnetic fields or indirectly by enabling eddy currents

which work against the unit’s magnetic fields.  Preferred materials

include nonmagnetic stainless steels and engineering plastics.

Nonmagnetic materials such as aluminum, brass and copper may

be used provided the mass is small and the material is split axially

to impede eddy currents concentric to the LVDT.  Iron and

magnetic steels should be avoided.  The body of the transducer

should be securely fastened by clamping the housing in a split

block or similar fixture.  The use of set screws should be avoided,

as this may damage the transducer.

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS
Many of these gaging transducers can be modified to optional

physical configurations to meet application demands.  The

following configurations are the most popular designs

manufactured:

Air Extended, Spring Retracted

All of the gaging transducer models listed on the following pages

are designed to have the shaft normally extended.  In some

applications, such as a moving assembly line, it is desirable to

have the shaft normally retracted until it is time to take a

measurement.  Air pressure supplied to an air tube mounted in

the end of the transducer acts to extend the shaft.  When the air

pressure subsides, the shaft retracts into its natural state.  This

configuration can be applied to many of our gaging transducers.

Air Purge

In many hazardous environments, it is possible to use a gaging

transducer designed to be air purged instead of rated as

intrinsically safe or explosion proof.  In this configuration, an

air port is supplied in the end of the transducer.  Positive air

pressure of 1 PSI or greater is supplied to keep hazardous vapor

or dust from entering the gaging transducer.

High Pressure, High Temperature

High pressure and high temperature gaging transducer

configurations are available.  For high pressure applications, the

housing of the gaging unit is perforated to equalize the pressure

inside and outside.  Because the LVDT portion of this transducer

is now exposed, it is important that the high pressure environment

be free of conductive fluids and corrosive liquids and gases.  The

high temperature (400°F) version requires  material changes in

the construction of the gaging unit.
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SERIES 280
Economy
AC LVDTs

Option # Description

X0009 Provide longer leads to a specified length

X0012 Replace leads with an integral connector type MS3101A-14S-6P;  adaptor

for connector has 1.00” O.D.; mating connector included

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM SCHEMATIC

The recommended core extension rods are made of nonmagnetic

stainless steel and are sized to allow the transducers to operate

over their full range.  Extension rods from models with longer

strokes may be used to  facilitate installation.  Using extension

rods shorter than recommended may reduce the LVDT’s usable

measurement range.

CORE EXTENSION RODS (Sold Separately)

SALES OPTIONS

For more detailed information about these options, please contact the factory.

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

LEDOM LHTGNEL )mm(sehcnI DORNOISNETXEEROC

0000-0820 )8.05(00.2 0600-600C

0000-1820 )8.05(00.2 0600-600C

0000-2820 )5.36(05.2 1600-600C

0000-3820 )6.28(52.3 2600-600C

0000-4820 )331(52.5 3600-600C
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Gaging Transducers
LVDT Technology

Trans-Tek Gaging LVDTs are designed to provide accurate linear

displacement measurements in applications requiring a spring

loaded transducer.  Gaging transducers should be used in place

of conventional free-unguided LVDTs whenever the moving

object can not support a direct connection to the core assembly

of an LVDT.  These units are available in either AC or DC, and

in different sizes.

CONSTRUCTION
The construction of a gaging transducer requires the use of high

quality springs, along with a shaft containment and guidance

mechanism.  The selection of springs is critical to assure that

each transducer is optimized to provide the best blend of

mechanical frequency response and contact tip force.

There are two types of springs that are commonly used in the

construction of gaging transducers: Conical and Compression.

These springs are constructed from either stainless steel or music

wire.  Spring rate and the compressed height of the spring are

taken into consideration when designing one of these units.

Conical springs have a smaller compressed height because the

coils “collapse” on themselves under full compression.

Compression springs have a larger compressed height because

the coils rest against one another.  The springs are selected to

provide an extension force large enough to support the shaft’s

own weight, and deliver a reasonable mechanical frequency

response.  Spring life is determined by the amount of compression

endured during normal displacement cycles.  The smaller the

compression, the longer the spring life.

The core of the LVDT is connected to a stainless steel shaft that

is guided through a leaded, phosphorous bronze bearing.  Unlike

linear ball bearing guidance systems, the linear sleeve bearing

and shaft combination is more resistant to damage from

contamination in harsh industrial environments, and does not

require the use of a protective boot.  The linear bearing is also

self lubricating, providing smooth shaft movement for many

cycles.  On units with a shaft having an outer diameter larger

than 0.16 inches, an AGD #7 contact tip is threaded into a 4-48

UNF-2B thread which is tapped into the end of the shaft.  The

hardened steel tip is a standard dial indicator tip, and can be

replaced with any other contact termination containing 4-48

UNF-2A threads.  For units with a smaller 0.125 inch shaft

diameter, a 5-60 male thread connects to a hardened steel contact

tip with a 0.3 inch convex surface.  Adaptors for converting the

5-60 threads to 4-48 UNF-2B threads are available.

There are a number of different physical configurations available

for gaging transducers.  The smallest version, our Series 330

AC-AC Gaging LVDTs, has an outer diameter of 0.375”.  The

coils are mounted in series with a spring, which in turn is mounted

in a housing.  The shaft is guided by a linear bearing, and

terminated in a hardened steel gaging tip.  These units are ideal

for space critical applications in most industrial environments.

MINIATURE DESIGN

34 in pb spreads 4/30/04, 8:41 AM6
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Series 280
Economy AC LVDTs

• Ranges from ±0.05” to 2.0”

• Non-linearity ≤ 0.4%

• Large Core to Bore Clearance

• Low Cost

The Series 280 AC LVDTs are designed and manufactured to

provide an accurate, yet economical, means of measuring linear

displacement.  The transducers are available in working ranges

of 0.1 to 2.0 inches.  Maximum non-linearity is specified as

±0.4% of full scale.

Notes:
1. Electrical specifications are based on energizing the primary coil with the specified excitation frequency.
2. Nominal values are given for sensitivity.
3. Operating Temperature -50°F to +250°F (-46°C to +121°C)

SPECIFICATIONS - ELECTRICAL

SPECIFICATIONS - MECHANICAL

KEY FEATURES

LEDOM
RAENIL
EGNAR

)mm(sehcnI±

ECNEREFER
YCNEUQERF

YTIVITISNES
V/.ni/V

TUPNI
ECNADEPMI

smhO

TUPTUO
ECNADEPMI

smhO

ELGNAESAHP
DETASNEPMOCNU

YCNEUQERF
OREZROF

TFIHSESAHP

MUMIXAM
YTIRAENIL-NON

MUMIXAM
NOITATICXE

0000-0820 )72.1(050.0 zHK0.1 5.4 17 539 °3 zHK6.1

%4.0±
elacSlluF

.A.V0.1

0000-1820 )45.2(001.0 zHK0.1 2.3 07 273 °3 zHK4.1

0000-2820 )53.6(052.0 zHK4.2 9.2 64 061 °52 zHK71

0000-3820 )7.21(005.0 zHK4.2 8.1 701 562 °51 zHK01

0000-4820 )4.52(00.1 zHK4.2 59.0 001 431 °5.9 zHK8.7

LEDOM

GNISUOH
HTGNEL

A
)mm(sehcnI

EROC
HTGNEL

B
)mm(sehcnI

LACIRTCELE
RETNEC

C
)mm(sehcnI

RENNI
EVEELS

LAIRETAM

TENLATOT
0/WTHGIEW

EROC
smarG

EROC
TEN

THGIEW
smarG

EROC
TRAP

REBMUN

,HTGNELDAEL
EGUAG

0000-0820 )4.14(36.1 )4.52(00.1 )0.61(36.0 CILONEHP 04 4.5 6400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-1820 )3.94(49.1 )2.03(91.1 )8.91(87.0 CILONEHP 84 4.6 5400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-2820 )1.48(13.3 )8.13(52.1 )3.73(74.1 CILONEHP 76 0.7 4400-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-3820 )421(88.4 )8.05(00.2 )2.75(52.2 CILONEHP 501 1.21 7300-500C 62#GWA"7

0000-4820 )571(88.6 )2.67(00.3 )6.28(52.3 CILONEHP 021 4.81 8300-500C 62#GWA"7
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GAGING
Technology

For larger strokes, an LVDT is packaged in a larger housing in

combination with a spring and guided shaft.  The LVDT is

mounted in series with a spring that is mounted over the shaft of

the core assembly.  The spring is constrained at one end by the

LVDT and a mechanical stop on the shaft. The shaft is guided

through a linear bearing. A contact tip is secured to the end of

the shaft, and is used to make contact with the object being

measured.  This type of unit is available in either AC or DC

voltage excitation, typically with a threaded housing to facilitate

mounting.

MOUNTING
There are two basic methods of mounting the different gaging

transducers.  Units that have a threaded housing can be mounted

by simply screwing the transducer into a tapped hole of equivalent

thread size.  Once fixtured properly, optional locknuts can be

used to secure the unit in the desired location.

Transducers with a smooth housing require a separate mounting

fixture.  Mounting fixtures that come within an inch of the

transducer should be made of nonferrous materials that are also

poor electrical conductors.  This is to avoid compromising

transducer performance directly by changing the shape of the

unit’s magnetic fields or indirectly by enabling eddy currents

which work against the unit’s magnetic fields.  Preferred materials

include nonmagnetic stainless steels and engineering plastics.

Nonmagnetic materials such as aluminum, brass and copper may

be used provided the mass is small and the material is split axially

to impede eddy currents concentric to the LVDT.  Iron and

magnetic steels should be avoided.  The body of the transducer

should be securely fastened by clamping the housing in a split

block or similar fixture.  The use of set screws should be avoided,

as this may damage the transducer.

OPTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS
Many of these gaging transducers can be modified to optional

physical configurations to meet application demands.  The

following configurations are the most popular designs

manufactured:

Air Extended, Spring Retracted

All of the gaging transducer models listed on the following pages

are designed to have the shaft normally extended.  In some

applications, such as a moving assembly line, it is desirable to

have the shaft normally retracted until it is time to take a

measurement.  Air pressure supplied to an air tube mounted in

the end of the transducer acts to extend the shaft.  When the air

pressure subsides, the shaft retracts into its natural state.  This

configuration can be applied to many of our gaging transducers.

Air Purge

In many hazardous environments, it is possible to use a gaging

transducer designed to be air purged instead of rated as

intrinsically safe or explosion proof.  In this configuration, an

air port is supplied in the end of the transducer.  Positive air

pressure of 1 PSI or greater is supplied to keep hazardous vapor

or dust from entering the gaging transducer.

High Pressure, High Temperature

High pressure and high temperature gaging transducer

configurations are available.  For high pressure applications, the

housing of the gaging unit is perforated to equalize the pressure

inside and outside.  Because the LVDT portion of this transducer

is now exposed, it is important that the high pressure environment

be free of conductive fluids and corrosive liquids and gases.  The

high temperature (400°F) version requires  material changes in

the construction of the gaging unit.
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SERIES 280
Economy
AC LVDTs

Option # Description

X0009 Provide longer leads to a specified length

X0012 Replace leads with an integral connector type MS3101A-14S-6P;  adaptor

for connector has 1.00” O.D.; mating connector included

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM SCHEMATIC

The recommended core extension rods are made of nonmagnetic

stainless steel and are sized to allow the transducers to operate

over their full range.  Extension rods from models with longer

strokes may be used to  facilitate installation.  Using extension

rods shorter than recommended may reduce the LVDT’s usable

measurement range.

CORE EXTENSION RODS (Sold Separately)

SALES OPTIONS

For more detailed information about these options, please contact the factory.

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

LEDOM LHTGNEL )mm(sehcnI DORNOISNETXEEROC

0000-0820 )8.05(00.2 0600-600C

0000-1820 )8.05(00.2 0600-600C

0000-2820 )5.36(05.2 1600-600C

0000-3820 )6.28(52.3 2600-600C

0000-4820 )331(52.5 3600-600C
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Gaging Transducers
LVDT Technology

Trans-Tek Gaging LVDTs are designed to provide accurate linear

displacement measurements in applications requiring a spring

loaded transducer.  Gaging transducers should be used in place

of conventional free-unguided LVDTs whenever the moving

object can not support a direct connection to the core assembly

of an LVDT.  These units are available in either AC or DC, and

in different sizes.

CONSTRUCTION
The construction of a gaging transducer requires the use of high

quality springs, along with a shaft containment and guidance

mechanism.  The selection of springs is critical to assure that

each transducer is optimized to provide the best blend of

mechanical frequency response and contact tip force.

There are two types of springs that are commonly used in the

construction of gaging transducers: Conical and Compression.

These springs are constructed from either stainless steel or music

wire.  Spring rate and the compressed height of the spring are

taken into consideration when designing one of these units.

Conical springs have a smaller compressed height because the

coils “collapse” on themselves under full compression.

Compression springs have a larger compressed height because

the coils rest against one another.  The springs are selected to

provide an extension force large enough to support the shaft’s

own weight, and deliver a reasonable mechanical frequency

response.  Spring life is determined by the amount of compression

endured during normal displacement cycles.  The smaller the

compression, the longer the spring life.

The core of the LVDT is connected to a stainless steel shaft that

is guided through a leaded, phosphorous bronze bearing.  Unlike

linear ball bearing guidance systems, the linear sleeve bearing

and shaft combination is more resistant to damage from

contamination in harsh industrial environments, and does not

require the use of a protective boot.  The linear bearing is also

self lubricating, providing smooth shaft movement for many

cycles.  On units with a shaft having an outer diameter larger

than 0.16 inches, an AGD #7 contact tip is threaded into a 4-48

UNF-2B thread which is tapped into the end of the shaft.  The

hardened steel tip is a standard dial indicator tip, and can be

replaced with any other contact termination containing 4-48

UNF-2A threads.  For units with a smaller 0.125 inch shaft

diameter, a 5-60 male thread connects to a hardened steel contact

tip with a 0.3 inch convex surface.  Adaptors for converting the

5-60 threads to 4-48 UNF-2B threads are available.

There are a number of different physical configurations available

for gaging transducers.  The smallest version, our Series 330

AC-AC Gaging LVDTs, has an outer diameter of 0.375”.  The

coils are mounted in series with a spring, which in turn is mounted

in a housing.  The shaft is guided by a linear bearing, and

terminated in a hardened steel gaging tip.  These units are ideal

for space critical applications in most industrial environments.

MINIATURE DESIGN

34 in pb spreads 4/30/04, 8:41 AM6
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SERIES 230
0.375” O.D.
AC LVDTs

SERIES 230 MODIFIED FOR USE IN HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

The High Temperature version of the Series 230 has been

designed to operate in temperatures from -67ºF to +400ºF.  The

LVDTs are identical electrically and mechanically to the standard

Series 230 transducers, providing the same high level of

performance and reliability.  To achieve the elevated operating

temperature, materials such as the epoxy, solder, and magnet

wire have been replaced by their high temperature equivalents.

Option # Description

X0009 Provide longer leads to a specified length

SALES OPTIONS

The following options are available with this series of transducer.

The option must be specified at the time an order is placed.

For more detailed information about these options, please contact the factory.

LEDOM EKORTS
)mm(sehcnI±

2000-0320 )31.0(500.0

2000-1320 .0 0 )52.0(01

2000-2320 )46.0(520.0

3000-3320 )72.1(050.0

5000-4320 )45.2(001.0

2000-5320 )53.6(52.0

2000-6320 )7.21(05.0

2000-7320 0.1 0 )4.52(

lacisyhpdnalacirtcelellA:etoN
ehtsaemasehterasnoitacificeps

.sTDVL032seireSdradnats
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GAGING
Applications

Inspects tire surface and compares to standard, searching for defects or non-conformances.

Continuous feedback of material thickness during manufacturing process.

Various points around circumference are checked under pressure of tank contents.
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Series 290
General Purpose
AC LVDTs

The Series 290 AC LVDTs are general purpose transducers

designed to operate in most industrial environments.  All units

are terminated in 6 leads, allowing convenient connection to most

conditioning electronics.

• Ranges from ±0.05” to 6.0”

• Non-linearity ≤ 0.5%

• High Input Impedance

• 0.5” and 0.75” Outer Diameter

SPECIFICATIONS - ELECTRICAL

SPECIFICATIONS - MECHANICAL

KEY FEATURES

Notes:
1. Electrical specifications are based on energizing the primary coil with the specified excitation frequency.
2. Nominal values are given for sensitivity.
3. Operating Temperature -50°F to +250°F (-46°C to +121°C)

LEDOM

RAENIL
EGNAR

)mm(sehcnI±
ECNEREFER
YCNEUQERF

YTIVITISNES
V/.ni/V

TUPNI
ECNADEPMI

smhO

TUPTUO
ECNADEPMI

smhO
ELGNAESAHP

DETASNEPMOCNU

YCNEUQERF
OREZROF

TFIHSESAHP
MUMIXAM

NOITATICXE

0000-0920 0 )72.1(050. zHK0.01 6.2 0551 068 °6.3- zHK0.7 .A.V0.1

0000-1920 0 )45.2(001. zHK0.5 9.3 047 0971 °0 zHK0.5 A.V0.1

0000-2920 0 )53.6(052. zHK4.2 6.1 0012 318 °3.9 zHK03 .A.V0.1

0000-3920 0 )7.21(005. zHK4.2 57.0 008 651 °11 zHK01 .A.V0.1

0000-4920 )4.52(00.1 zHK4.2 16.0 854 491 °3.9 zHK3.9 .A.V0.1

0000-5920 )8.05(00.2 zHK4.2 14.0 0502 025 °7 zHK4.6 .A.V0.1

0000-6920 )2.67(00.3 zHK4.2 32.0 0631 653 °41 zHK8.6 .A.V0.1

LEDOM

GNISUOH
HTGNEL

A
)mm(sehcnI

EROC
HTGNEL

B
)mm(sehcnI

LACIRTCELE
RETNEC

C
)mm(sehcnI

RENNI
EVEELS

LAIRETAM

TENLATOT
0/WTHGIEW

EROC
smarG

EROC
TEN

THGIEW
smarG

TRAPEROC
REBMUN

DAEL
,HTGNEL

EGUAG

0000-0920 )3.22(88.0 )2.41(65.0 )46.8(43.0 CILONEHP 41 4.0 3000-500C 03#GWA"7

0000-1920 )0.72(60.1 )6.02(18.0 )7.11(64.0 CILONEHP 71 7.0 7000-500C 03#GWA"7

0000-2920 )5.18(12.3 )5.44(57.1 )6.53(04.1 .S.S 65 5.2 4500-500C 62#GWA"81

0000-3920 )2.49(17.3 )1.83(05.1 )9.14(56.1 .S.S 56 0.2 5500-500C 62#GWA"81

0000-4920 )021(17.4 )5.44(57.1 )6.45(51.2 .S.S 47 5.2 4500-500C 62#GWA"81

0000-5920 )902(12.8 )5.36(05.2 )1.99(09.3 .S.S 611 6.3 6500-500C 62#GWA"81

0000-6920 )762(25.01 )8.05(00.2 )431(03.5 .S.S 631 8.2 8400-500C 62#GWA"81
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GAGING
TRANSDUCERS
LVDT Technology
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SERIES 290
General Purpose
AC LVDTs

Option # Description

X0001 Splashproof - protects the unit from washdown environments or outdoor applications.

Applies to Models 0292-0000 through 0296-0000

X0009 Provide longer leads to a specified length

X0012 Replace leads with an integral connector type MS3101A-14S-6P;  adaptor for connector

has 1.00” O.D.; mating connector included

X0036 Welded non-lead end.  Applies to Models 0292-0000 through 0296-0000

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

The recommended core extension rods are made of nonmagnetic

stainless steel and are sized to allow the transducers to operate

over their full range.  Extension rods from models with longer

CORE EXTENSION RODS (Sold Separately)

SCHEMATIC

strokes may be used to  facilitate installation.  Using extension

rods shorter than recommended may reduce the LVDT’s usable

measurement range.

SALES OPTIONS

For more detailed information about these options, please contact the factory.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
LEDOM

LHTGNEL
)mm(sehcnI

NOISNETXEEROC
DOR

0000-0920 )8.05(00.2 6500-600C

0000-1920 )8.05(00.2 6500-600C
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Series 240
General Purpose
DC LVDTs

The Series 240 DC-DC LVDTs are an integrated package

consisting of a precision linear variable differential transformer,

a solid state oscillator, and a phase-sensitive demodulator.  The

transducer is designed for excellent linearity, infinite resolution,

and high sensitivity.  Input and output circuits are electrically

isolated from each other and from the coil assembly housing,

making them usable directly in floating or ground return systems.

DC indicators, recorders, and control systems can usually be

driven directly by the large DC output.  The core, when displaced

axially within the coil assembly, produces a voltage change in

the output directly proportional to the displacement.

• Ranges from ±0.05” to ±4.0”

• Non-linearity < 0.5%

• Stainless Steel Construction

• 6 to 30 VDC Excitation

Notes:
       1. Polarity of excitation must be observed for

proper function.  Reversal will not damage
the unit.

       2. Load Impedance of 50 KOhms minimum
required for proper operation.

       3. Output polarity will be positive on one side
of null, negative on the other side of null.

       4. Transducers are calibrated at 24 VDC.
       5. Blue lead is more positive with respect to

the Green lead when the core is moved
toward the lead end.

SPECIFICATIONS - ELECTRICAL

KEY FEATURES
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CORE OPTIONS
The core is constructed from a soft, high permeability iron-

nickel alloy.  Nonmagnetic stainless steel is used as extension

rod material.  Core assemblies are sized for use over the

maximum working range of the LVDT.  The difference between

option 0 and 1 is the core outer diameter.  Smaller O.D. cores

should be considered for applications with some radial

movement to prevent contacting the inner diameter of the coils.

The smaller core diameter will decrease sensitivity slightly

(<5%).

Options 2 and 3 are cores only, tapped at both ends with 1-72

UNF-2B threads, as shown in Figure 2 of the Dimensional

Drawing.  These should be used in applications when a separate

extension rod is desirable.  The difference between option 2

and 3 is the outer diameter.

The Model 0246-00005 has only one core assembly available.

This unit is designed to operate over the maximum usable stroke

of ±4.0 inches (±102 mm).

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

SPECIFICATIONS - MECHANICAL
* Model numbers ending with a “_”

have multiple core options.  All standard

units will end with a 0 indicating a core

assembly.  This core assembly consists

of a core brazed to an extension rod that

terminates in 1-72 UNF-2A threads.  If

an option is not selected, option 0 will

be provided.

All Dimensions in Inches (millimeters)

Black

1-72 UNF-2A x 0.375 Inch (9.5 mm) Long Thread
.750 (19) OD

C

E B

C

B

1-72 UNF-2B, .18 inch (4.6 mm) Min. Deep Thread Both Ends;
Thru Thread When B < .6 inch (15.2 mm)

Figure 1

Figure 2
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